Bright future in Project Management at ‘VJTI’

International Project Management Day Celebration at NITIE: VJTI Wins 3 prizes out of 4

On the occasion of International Project Management Day, which is held every year at first Thursday of November, NITIE and Project Management Institute (PMI) had jointly hosted an Industry Academia Event on 6th November 2014 at NITIE which brought senior Project Managers from different industry on a common platform with budding Project management students aspiring to become Project Managers. On this occasion, various events including Presentations by Guest Speakers (viz. Dr PC Sehgal Former MD, MRVC, Dr MG Korgaonkar DG NICMAR, Mr Raj Kalady Country Director PMI(I), Ms Mahua Banerjee IBM PM Excellence Pune, Prof Vinod Khisty Dean LTIPM, Er Uday Yedur Academic Head PMI, Dr Karuna Jain Director NITIE), Panel Discussion and Student Activities/Case study competitions/Games were organized. Prof VB Khanapuri NITIE & Dr BE Narkhede VJTI took efforts to organize this event.

M.Tech.(Project Management) students from VJTI, MBA(Tech) students from MPSTME(NMIMS) and PGDIPM students from NITIE participated in two challenging Activities in which team of three students required to apply their management skills, knowledge and business strategies.

These activities were organized by NITIE in collaboration with PLAYJECT. First activity was ‘Project Management Strategy’ in which students required to set strategies of business to maximize productivity with minimum use of resources in order to make profit. After such a challenging and tough competition between various teams of different institutes, first year students teams from VJTI doing M.Tech in Project Management became winner and runner up, name of students:


The second activity titled STRATJECT, where knowledge of CPM and PERT is required to be applied for planning, scheduling & controlling of project activities, was very interesting and may help the
students to become perfect project managers in future. The winners of this activity are also from VJTI second year M.Tech (Project Management) students and Students from NITIE are the runner up.


VJTI is a top engineering institute in India has started M.Tech Project Management course from 2013-14. Though institute has not much past experience of conducting management courses, they are making better progress in such courses. Winning of three prizes out of four is the proof enough for that.

This is the result of dedication and hard work of students and guiding teachers. “Students from VJTI are much better and resourceful, having capacity to stay in competition in this competitive world by applying their talent, knowledge and skills. They have bright future and capacity to become perfect Project Managers”.